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The steady ptessure load4 as well as the temperature change on
adjacent surfaces due to the presence of a propulsive jet at stisonic
speeds is shown to be insignificant. Whereas at supersonic speeds the
temperature effect might be expected to remain insignificant, the
steady pressure loads were shown to increase greatly on surfaces dmm-
stream of the propulsive jet efit.”
INTRODUCTION
Ih the past few years an investigation has taken place in the
prefMght blowdown tunnel at the Langley Aeronautical-Laboratory to
determine the jet effects on surfaces located in the near vicini@ and
downstream of a propulsive jet -t. The purpose of this paper is to
supplement infornmtion already published at Mach tiuniber2.00 with
information oldained at other Mach nunibers. The jet effects discussed
are the steady pressure loads-prcduced on a flat-pkte wing due to the
presence of a propulsive jet, the heating of the wing surface by the pro-
ptiive jet, and the fluctuating “pressurefrequen~ specira superimposed
on the wing steady pressures from the propulsive jet.
- SYMBOLS
Dj diameter of sonic -t
%* diameter of sonic throat
incremental normal-force coefficient, 4MX1
@j*
Hj total pressure at etit of
c1
‘% free-stream Mach number
~M
nacelle
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incremental normal force, (Normal fOrCe)Jet on -
(Normal force)jet off
~ pressme COefficien~, ~ - ‘O
q
incremental pressure coefficient,
‘jet on - ‘jet off
wing static pressure
free-stream static pressure
overaXL acoustic pressure fluctuations
free-stream dynamic presswe
axea of sonic thr-oat
static temperature on
.
free-stream stagnation temperature
veloci~ at the nacelle -t
chordwise distance on K& from nacelle exi-t(downstream
positive)
spanwise distance on wing from nacelle center line
.,
,.
APPARATUS
Presented in figure 1 is a three-dimensional sketch of the.test
setup sh- a ti-s=~ -cell-e mounted below a flat-plate wing
at the exit of the prefl@ht blowdown tunnel. The general airplane
configurations in the figure are the type of airplane configurations
that this test setup would ap@y to. The shaded areas on the configu-
rations are the areas most Mkel.y to experience the tzypeof jet effects
that are discussed in this paper.
Presented in fi~e 2 is a side tiew of the test setup shuwing the
smalLscale nacelle, having a 5° boattail mgle, mounted at 3. 35D1
below the flat-plate wing at the exit of the
Although more thsm one vertical position was
y-e a
preflight blowdown t&mel. .l’
tested in this investigation,
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.a vertical position of 3.35Dj was selected for this paper in order to
correlate the additional”datawith an exact position that has already
been published at a Mach number of 2.~ (ref. 1). The nacelk at this
position was tested with two types of exit nozzles, a convergent nozzle
called a sonic exit and a convergent-diverge@ nozzle called a super-
sonic exit, both having the same size sonic throat.
..
I?@me 3 shows the location from the nacelle exit of 47 static-
pressure orifices on the wing as well as the high-frequency pressure
pick@ &d a thermocouple plate with 24 thermocouples that was installed
in a similar wing.
RESULTS ”AMIDISCUSSION
“The-pressurefield on the wing with nacelle jet off is presented in
figure 4 and shows the nacelle wake which is responsible for the forma-
tion in the free-stream flow of a jet-off trai31ng wake shock wave. Ih
the jet-off operation, the ~ressure is negative downstream of the
nacelle exit because of the presence of the nacelle Imattail angle and
rises to a positive pressure further.downstream because of the inter-
section on tie flat-plate wing of the jet-off trailing wake shock wave.
@ figure 5 is presented a typical nacelle jet-on pressure field
on the wing showing the propulsive jet issuing fran the exit of the
nacelle and flowing downstream below the flat-plate wing. b the jet-on
operation, a shock wave (called the primary shock wave) forms at the
exit of the nacelle,,and the impingement on the wing of this shock wave
is responsible for & formation of the first positive pressure in the
field. KIhispositive pressure gradually falls off in pressure until a
second positive pressure rise occurs, which is less intense than the
first one. !lhLssecond positive pressure rise is caused by the inter-
section on the wing of a second jet-on shock wave (called the secondary
shock wave) that is formed in the propulsive jet wake downstream of the
nacelle exit.
Resented in figure 6 is the axial pressure distribution downstream
of the nacelle etit for both jet on and jet off at the same value of
Hj/po for ~ of 1.40, 1.80, and 2.00. The first positive pressure
rise on the wing with jet on moves farther to the rear of the nacelle
exit with an increase in ~. This effect is the result of decreasing
the primary shock-wa~ angle when ~ is increased at a constant value
of Hj/Po.
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Because all pressures on the wing vary with nacelle.exLt jet off
depending upon the general configuration of the nacelle, the pressure
on the wing also varies with the nacelle jet C)nj but the increment of
.
pressme between jet on-and jet off, or the pressure on the wing due to
the presence of the propulsive jet, should remain the same. Therefore,
aIl discussion of pressures and loads that follow in this paper will be
in the form of incremental pressures and incremental loads.
Shownin figure 7 is the incremental pressure field due to the
nacelle jet wake for a sonic exit and a supersonic exit at the same
Ej/Po”
When jet-on ad jet-off wing pressure data were combined to form
the incremental pressure data, positive incremental pressure resulted
hmediately behind the intersection on the wing of the primary shock
wave. This positive incremental pressure gradually decreased until it
became negative in the ticinity of the intersection on the wing of the
jet-off trailingwake shock and it remained negative to the end of the
@Q3-
The primary shock-wave angle was lower in angle for the supersonic
etit thsm it was for the sonic etit. !Iherefore,the positive pressure
behind the shock wave as well as the area upon which it acts was reduced.
From sm integration of these chordwise incremental pressure pro-
files, the spanwise incremental wtng losding can be obtain~. In fig-
ure 8 the relative spanwise incremental wing loading is presentid for
a sonic efit WLW Hj/Po = 6 for ~ of I-.4o, 1.80, and 2.@.
With an increase in ~, the spanwise distance from the nacelle-
exit center line upon which the loads act is decreased. ‘lMs is a
result of decreasing the primary shock-wave angle by increasing ~.
Also shown is”a subsonic test made at ~ = 0-80 @ Hj/Po = 3.37.
I?Yomthis test, s13ght negatiw pressures on the wing were obtained.
llroman integration of the spantise wing loading, ACN can be obtained.
~gure 9 pres~ts the variati~ of MN
~~ Hj/Po for a nacelle
sonic exit at ~ of 1.40, 1.80, 2.00, and 0.80. W value of MN at
a constant value of Hj/Po in the supersonic range is decreased with an
increase in ~; but with the ~ curves tending to increase with an
increase in Hj/po and with present-day turbojet engines indicating
that a maximum value of Hj/Po of 5 will be produced at ~ = 1.40,
of 9 at ~ = l.~, and of 10 at ~ = 2.00, then a nearly COnS&t MN
is indicated from this flat-plate-wing analysis for mudmum cruising
operation.
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Ih figure 10 is presentid the
a nacelle sonic exit and a nacelle
valUe of ~N was reduced at all
supersonic exLt.
Fresented in figure XL is the
Wiathn of MN
1
with Hj P. for
supers-c exit at ~ = 1. 0. The
Hj/Po tested by using a nacelle
variaticm of the ratio of AN to
thrust Wth Hj/po for a nacelle sonic exit at all free-stream
supersonic Mach numbers tested. As can be seen in the figure there is
little difference in the ratio of AN to thrust with a decrease in ~,
and a qesm lower value of
ratio of 7. Although AN
this figure shows that it
did.
0.6 was obtained at a nacelle-exit pressure
increased with an increase in Hj/po)
did not increase as rapidly as the thrust
W figure 12 is presented the axial temperature distribution down-
stream of the nacelle exit at ~ = 0.80 with nacelle jet on and nacelle
jet off. The ordinate of the curves is the ratio of the temperature as
. measured on the wing during steady-state conditions fi~ded by the free-
stream stagnation temperature. A nacellk jet temperature of 1,500° F
with Hj/po = 4 was obtained for the jet-on tests by burning hydrogen
in air at a low fuel-air ratio. The broken lines show the temperature
distribution with nacelle jet off. The solid 13nes show the temperature
distribution with the nacelle jet on at two vertical positions from the
wing, the higher one being at 1.7Dj from the wing and the lower one being
at 3:35Dj frcnn the wing. The maximum difference between jet-off temper-
ature and jet-on temperature is less than 10° F indicating very little
heating due to the presence of the propulsive jet. It should be noted
that the hot eihaust gas in the propulsive jet wake did not penetrate
the free-stieam flow to the wing surface in a distance of 6Dj downstream
of the Wcelle exLt.
. .
Presented in figure 13 is the freq~ncy spectra of F that were
obtained at a point immediately behind the intersection on the wing of
the primary shock wave, whereas %/po was varied from 7 to 2 at
~ = 1.80 for a nacelle sonic exit and a nacelle supersonic etit.
These data were preliminary and were obtained with a specialIy designed
pickup using a small-scale nacelle having a sonic throat of 0.72 inch
in diameter. These data show that ~ is ~eater for the supersonic
exit than it was for the sonic exit. AlJ30,the range of pressures is
essentially in agreement with that obtained by Lassiter and Hubbard
(ref. 2), for a sonic jet with no free-stream flow.
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CONCLUDINGREMARKG
The steady pressure 1- u we~ as ~
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temperature change on
adjacent surfaces due to the presence of a propulsive Jet at subsonic
speeds is shown to be insignificant. Whereas at supersonic speeds the
temperature effect might be expected to remain insignificant, the steady
pressure loads were shown to increase weatly on surfaces downstream of
the propulsive jet exit.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National.Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Va., April 20, 1955.
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APPLICATION OF JET EFFECTS
TWIN-ENGINE BOMBER
TEST SETUP
Figure 1
TEST SETUP
(SIDE .VIEW)
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